FASTER THAN ANY OTHER COMBINATION

YORK AND DARBY FORFEIT GAMES

Last year's spurt in another division played up a natural tendency for natural tendencies. The last opponents, . , . , were eliminated from further competition.

Butler and Sturz for 12-35 led the play this year. The navigation is the main highlight in a smooth arrangement. The final game was won by the narrow margin of 13 over 10, and was the last game of the season. The annual dinner was held as an example to the present student body in the gym. Peck Preston, a former student of the University of Pennsylvania, was present at the dinner.

The game was marked by the testing of the opening teams. The game was not a nothing before the final game of the season, when Sturz capped a solid effort, turned around to the Red and Blue. To make the more specific, the Blue's team was 17-2 on the year, and was held down to 14-2 by the Blue team.
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McKenzie Cashmiers

Imported Tweeds
$4.00
with 2 trousers

WARREN'S
3425 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Importing Tailors

TOPCOATS $27.50
KNNICKERS & FLANNEL TROUSERS $7.50

2 week delivery on all orders

Fine Worsted Suitings
New Colorings
$45.00
with 2 pair trousers

Good Values in Used Cars
208-10 North 22nd Street

No used car still be offered in this department which is not worth every dollar ask for it.

We recognize the responsibility in this respect just as great as in the sale of Doctor Brothers Motor Cars.

Open Evenings
Used-Car Department
THORNTON-FULLER AUTOMOBILE CO.
Dodge Brothers Motor Car
208-10 North 23rd Street
Spring 1948

11.57 CHESTNUT STREET
39 NORTH 13TH STREET
FOOTER'S
Cleaners and Dyers
Suits Cleaned and Pressed $1.50

Do You Need Money?
See Dave Brooks, 3211 Woodland Ave.
Money Loan Office

Owing to the increase of business I have moved to larger quarters 3219 Woodland Avenue, a larger variety of loans. Come down and look around. I am not connected with any other Brooks Money Loan Office.

1 BUY AND SELL EVERYTHING
BUSINESS CONFIDENTIAL

Training for the bond business

HALSEY, STUART & Co. believes that a man who is worth taking into its organization is worth training. Both in Chicago and in New York, a well-equipped bond school is maintained by this house. Each new member of the buying or selling staff is given three months' intensive training, with pay, before he is assigned to actual work.

The purpose of this is two-fold: (a) to give the man a better chance to make good for himself and for the house, (b) to make sure that our men are competent to render the responsible sort of service which every bond house owes to its customers.

If you are considering the bond business as a career after graduation, you will be greatly helped toward a right decision by reading our pamphlet, "The Bond Business as an Occupation for College Men." We shall be glad to send you a copy upon request.

Write for pamphlet P.4-2

HALSEY, STUART & CO.

PENNSYLVANIA ENDS SEASON
WITH WIN OVER TIGER FIVE
Continued from Page One

by Morris and a field goal by Carmack, which was conceded a four point basket. From here, main placing the Varsity
in the lead, 3 to 0. This scoring was typical of the whole game, for time after time our team would take the lead only to relinquish it soon after. A foul scored by Vart Leeds just as the period closed made Princeton a 11-14 lead at half time.

Starting the second half with a sprint, the Tigers increased their advantage to 18-14 as a foul and goal by Hiron. This was the greatest lead either team atta
handed during the course of the game. Here amid the Red and Blue attack took new strength, and in spite of a foul by Davis, Pennsylvanians again took the lead on two free throws by Goldblatt, a basket and foul by Carmack, followed by an
other foul and from Sherr. This made the score 21 to 19 in favor of the home ophet.

Both aggregations appeared to realize that there was little time left, and the full fury of each team's attack was launched. A moment before the time was up Davis capped a goal from the corner of the floor that put the Tigers ahead
over once more, 25 to 27. At this point Sherr dropped in his third basket, which gave Princeton a lead of 29 to 25. Two free-throw
Pennsylvania Positions Princeton Penn
Forward: Hiron, Davis, Dewar. Guard
Back: Davis, Zuck, Sherr, Hynson. Guard
Substitutions: Penn - Kinne for Davis,
Dewar for Davis, Goldblatt for Hynson, Davis for Hynson, Zuck for Zuck, Sherr for Zuck, Hynson for Sherr.

PANCOAST MADE CHAIRMAN OF C. A. FINANCIAL DRIVE

Two groups in two separate meetings this week announced that the drive will be held Tuesday, at 8 P. M. at the Phi Kappa Psi house, 2402 Locust street. Representatives from nearly all of the non-fraternity fin-

PENNSYLVANIA ENDS SEASON
WITH WIN OVER TIGER FIVE
Continued from Page Two

actors on the campus will be present at that time to discuss plans for the entire Tapestry, the magazine of the group, will be announced later in the week.

Ennis Pharmacy
3617 WALNUT ST.

The Drover and Merchants
National Bank
Opp. West Phil. Station, P. R.

CHESTER AVENUE OFFICE
5517 Chester Avenue

CAPITAL.. $500,000
SURPLUS & UNDIVIDED PROFITS $156,700
RESOURCES $1,658,725.68
CONTINUOUSLY COMMERCIAL
PRESIDENT
Samuel Cranen, Jr.
CASHIER
Charles V. Mullan

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

We have vacancies for a few more agents both full time and part time.
Pennsylvania men desired, both Graduates and Under-Graduates.
Call at this office and learn details.
Berkshire Life Insurance Co.
of Pittsfield, Mass.
Everett H. Flanner, General Agent
421 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

Beaston's
Established 1874
Opp. Dorns
Everything For The Student
Come In and Look Over
Our Complete Stock
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Money Loan Office

Owing to the increase of business I have moved to larger quarters 3219 Woodland Avenue, a larger variety of loans. Come down and look around. I am not connected with any other Brooks Money Loan Office.
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Sidelights on Footlights

To those of us who are theatrically inclined, the graduation of plays has been this week about the most interesting.

There are so few that are as successful as of them distinctive in their respective arts. The first one is in the featured type of production, that would rather aptly and unconsciously in the future, the third, a picture of American life, and the fourth, a reeler in good humor, and the lastly, a comedy, with a few from new here and there.

Receiving this evening at the Capitol, Charles Dillingham, owner-manager, Marilyn Miller in "Panama" the play which Bertie Aldin marks this first act of a home made production of the annual, and Miss Miller in the lead of "Raidy," tonight "Raidy" lass of several years gone. With such a background, the born actor work will be watched with interest, told us to development in the present piece and also as a presentation of current trends. However, from what the announcement as yet in New York, Philip Holmes actresses not due to do the opposition in the matter. The same cast and the same Miss Miller as when the played out. This week in the metropolis.

"High Babies," the new play opening tonight at the Apollo. This has more than promise against serious local play. A failure mean any thing in the city. The production, by William Skell, is not so much in creating and exciting play. Opened, shortened and kept to the end and without any change of style not much have appeared and much been given to a good and informing play. Chimerical girl-comedians in a salesmanship, Mr. Hillhouse, for his nerve end for his support and for his good and informing play.

The Fairmount Laundry
Harry Eudicott, Proprietor
Office: 247 S. 37th Street
Bell Phone: Preston 4309

The Fairmont Laundry
Harry Eudicott, Proprietor
Office: 247 S. 37th Street
Bell Phone: Preston 4309

Knickers and Riding Breeches
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The Fairmount Laundry
Harry Eudicott, Proprietor
Office: 247 S. 37th Street
Bell Phone: Preston 4309

We SAVE YOU THE PRICE OF A NEW SUIT

Fraternities - Attention
We give special service and prices to fraternities
Highest quality of meat obtainable on Campus
Pennocks Meat Market
3914 MARKET ST.
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Everything college men wear when they are well groomed.

Pennocks Meat Market
3914 MARKET ST.
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A Brilliant Finish
Princeton humbled and Pennsylvania took second place! This year the program around the world of sport at the beginning and the conclusion of the varsity basketball game in the Wrightsman Field on Saturday night. The victory was a bitter admission to a season which has produced upon a whirlwind. The fact that the last game of the season, and apparently reached the depths when they sustained a severe defeat on the Princeton four weeks ago. Thus there is a great and violent reaction. The court musiał three national matches until he is hit upon a combination capable of playing superb basketball. Crewe was the first victim. Then came St. Mary's and Suite, both with a hitherto unknown array of resources, yet in the tournament, Lafayette and Yale, lowered their colors successively to the Red and Blue. Princeton was represented by a great team, a team truly worthy of the name, and the Society of the Eastern Intercollegiate League. Against the Varsity, however, even the most ardent observer could see that victory were inevitable. The tide was exchanged a half dozen times, neither team being able to maintain a substantial margin. But time proved the deciding element. The outcome of the meeting, one would have been Princeton's; three evenings later the result would have been the same. Pennsylvania comeback in basketball should give an inspiration and impetus to offer up its dead that received from the football season's annals. It represents the results of flank and flank as being slight in the team and to the institution under whose colors it plays. The early reports are favorable in the headlines of the catch. All will see the victor!

Changing the Football Code
Of special interest to those of the non-sporting public who are particularly partial to football are the changes that have been made recently in the football code by the Rules Committee. The new rules will involve effective with the start of the season next fall. Under the recently adopted regulations the kickoff will go back to the twenty-five yard line, the middle position that was used last season, but the use of the tee for the kick is still barred. The first down resulting from a blocked kick. In this connection it was further decided that when a blocked kick goes over the line of scrimmage the ball should be placed on the twenty-five yard line, and not in the end zone as a free ball subject to recovery by either team. There has been much on the strength of the suggestions which came from members of the Rules Committee, officials and coaches since the close of last season. It has been assumed that the spirit of the rules changes will simplify and add the game and make it more varied than it is today. Before the season last year the kickoff was moved to midfield from the forty yard line, and the tee so a hold to the kicker was abolished. In consequence of the想到了 and was brought out to the Forty yard line without any reference the spectators were
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C. BROOKS

4014 Market Street

Money Loaned on all Good of Value

Large Loans

Low Prices


FROLICS OF '26
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Monday March 12

WALTER CAMP

Walter Camp is dead. The great man of football, whose last breath was in "dis in the game," perished at Monday morning with attending a combination of physical illness that his sudden death was doubly shocking. With the passing of Walter Camp into a career that is unquestionably without an equal in the present world of activity. As the apostle of physical fitness, his devotion were studied and followed by health workers of the world. As an athlete he won glory for Yale in three branches of sport—football, boxing, and track. As an organizer and manufacturer his judgment was accepted in many fields of sports and recreation. The secret of Camp's authority in sports largely in his recognition and evaluation of the value of physical activity in the life of the human organism. As the rapid growth and expansion in athletic competition since 1905, he was never able to check a forward view of the prominent advocates in this movement. Consequently, by weighing the suggestions of others, he was able to judge what was new and what was right. When judging his judgments whether on the passing of a regulation or on the selection of an All-American eleven. Now that he is gone there is no one in the hold as capable of selecting the All-American teams. But that name does not mean the end. In Walter Camp's death the world loses the finest example of a spectator and a gentleman.

Penn and Ink

Lumba-check flannel shirts

They are the latest style bad—the very last word in shirts. Come in to see our display of feather-weight lumba-checks the biggest showing in town!

New line of sample suitsings

The products of the best foreign and domestic mills, to make suits that you will be proud to wear. Cashmere and worsteds, custom made beautifully tailored.

IF YOU NEED MONEY

C. BROOKS

4014 Market Street

Money Loaned on all Goods of Value

Large Loans

Low Prices


"The Senate of a famous ship in 1905 in 1925 in "Nineteen."

And what the "Nineteen" of Columbia did to prove the whole world is round the "Nineteen" did not come for nine years who think that life is slavish .

"First day you see Petit girl putting on her first suits for Tourists Men in Petit's Walkers.'

PERRY'S

HABERDASHERY

16th & CHESTNUT

MONDAY, MARCH 12
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The products of the best foreign and domestic mills, to make suits that you will be proud to wear. Cashmere and worsteds, custom made beautifully tailored.

If you need money

4014 Market Street

Money loaned on all goods of value

Large loans

Low prices

Unredeemed pledges for sale. Diamonds. Watches. Luggage - clothing and musical instruments at half store prices.
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Pennsylvania's greatest asset, a new and exciting combination in the sport of track meet, was responsible for the meet's success.

The track meet's success was due to the efforts of several individuals. The meet was not only a success for the runners, but also for the spectators who enjoyed the exciting races.

The students of Pennsylvania were very pleased with the meet's outcome. They were happy to have such a successful event on their campus.

The meet was held at the university's athletic field, and it was well attended by both participants and spectators.

The meet was a great success, and the students of Pennsylvania were very pleased with the outcome. It was a great day for track and field, and the university was proud to host such an event.
Yes Boys! That new Suit and Top Coat you are looking for is now on hand at popular prices

SUITS & EXTRA PANTS $47.50
University Clothes Shop

Heinrich Schmid To Address German Club

United Program Planned for Meeting to Be Held Wednesday Night

In Heinrich Schmidt, a musician from Switzerland, will address the German Club in its next regular meeting Wednesday, March 18, at 8:30, in the auditorium of the Hoover Club.

He will speak on the subject of Helmholtz’s youth, dwelling with particular emphasis on the early development of his talent and some of his more brilliant compositions.

After his talk, Dr. Schmidt will play several of Helmholtz's works on the piano. This part of the program will be followed by a dance.

Since the Club has called for the names of all members of the club, and not just those in the last two weeks, this meeting will be the last opportunity for evidence to become members of the club. It is usual, therefore, that all who have not yet become members, and wish to join, mention their intention at this time.

For the past two weeks the club has been holding meetings twice a week, with a display of music on each occasion. The presentation of the program will be followed by a dance.
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